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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform, midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint the 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency.

Professional Open Source
Get support from midPoint’s team of professional developers, and 

make sure product related issues are handled effectively.

MidPoint Training
Learn from expert midPoint engineers that will accelerate your midPoint Learn from expert midPoint engineers that will accelerate your midPoint 

knowledge necessary for being successful in delivering customers’ 

projects.

Space For Your Solution
Build your own solution with midPoint, the product designed to scale 

and be customized to address your customers’ needs. 

Continuous Revenue
Engage deeper with your customers on a periodic basis, and create an Engage deeper with your customers on a periodic basis, and create an 

annuity revenue stream for every subscription along with your services, 

as they are eligible for renewal upon expiration.  

No License Fees
Save customers’ budgets and take advantage of no license fee 

software. 

Key Benefits for Partners
Open Source Software
Enhance your portfolio with this dominating product on the open source 

market. The OSS aspect will allow you to explore the code and leverage 

the transparency it brings.

Test It Before Adoption
Try and trust midPoint before adoption, and enjoy its publicly available Try and trust midPoint before adoption, and enjoy its publicly available 

documentation.

Influence the Roadmap
Discover the power of subscription, and influence the product roadmap.

Continuous Product Development
Boost your innovation and security thanks to our constant product 

development and improvement (2 releases per year).

Unlimited Possibilities of IntegrationUnlimited Possibilities of Integration
Connect midPoint to your favorite apps by means of our extensive list of 

supportable connectors, and use your choice of SSO/MFA and other 

applications.  

Globally recognized
Work with the only open source product that has been recognized by 

Gartner as a complete IGA suite. 

Key Benefits of MidPoint

Can be deployed

in any industry

18 million managed identities 

in one deployment

Our Happy Customers: European Commission, Internet2, Deutsche 

Telekom, Dartmouth College, WWK, and others

Scalable up to 

100 million identities

2 million+ lines 

of thoroughly written code

When selecting an IGA product for your customers, a trusted identity 

security provider is the key to success. Experience true digital identity 

security with the freedom only open source software can give you. 

MidPoint is the leading open source platform that goes one step MidPoint is the leading open source platform that goes one step 

further by combining identity management with identity governance. 

Whether you prefer having your deployment in the cloud, on-premise 

or making use of both, when it comes to identity management and 

process efficiency, one should make no compromises.
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